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Windows Runtime Via C# Elsevier
Learn to use exciting new development tools
and create applications for Windows 8 If you're
a beginning developer, there's no better place to
get up to speed on the Windows 8 SDK than
this Wrox guide. A team of Microsoft experts
provides a complete course in Windows 8
programming, helping you take full advantage
of the innovative new SDK. Written in an easy-
to-read style, this book is packed with reusable
examples that showcase the endless
possibilities of the Windows SDK and also
introduces the new Windows 8 app store. It
explains how to set up the development
environment and covers user interface design,
using special effects and graphics, working
with C# and C++, and much more. Provides a
complete introduction to the Windows SDK
and Windows 8, starting with setting up the

development environment and building your
first application Covers user interface design,
touch- and event-driven design elements,
leveraging windows-based services, and offline
application development with HTML 5
Explores creating C# applications for the
Windows 8 system, XNA 4 and Silverlight 5
considerations, and the role of C++ Shows how
to debug, certify and deploy your applications
Introduces the new Windows 8 app store and
offers advice on marketing your apps Beginning
Windows 8 Application Development is perfect
for anyone who's ready to get started
developing apps for the exciting new Windows
8 OS.
Professional Windows PowerShell
Programming Addison-Wesley
Professional
With Programming ASP.NET 3.5, you'll
quickly learn to create state-of-the-art
applications using Microsoft's popular web
development technology and Visual Studio
2008. This updated bestseller provides
comprehensive and easy-to-understand
information to help you use several .NET
3.5 technologies for faster development
and better web application performance-
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including ASP.NET AJAX for interactive
user interfaces, LINQ for data access, and
Windows Communication Foundation
(WCF) for web services. Programming
ASP.NET 3.5 includes examples and
sample code that let you explore
development with ASP.NET in more depth.
With this book, you will: Learn about AJAX
and ASP.NET server controls included with
Visual Studio 2008 Discover how to use the
DataSource and data-bound controls in
ADO.NET Use the new LINQ API and learn
how to make use of it within ASP.NET
pages Create a uniform look and feel
throughout your application with Master
Pages Use navigation controls to build site
maps, menus, and breadcrumbs quickly
and easily Build and use various web
services with WCF Detect errors during
development and handle them in your
production code Learn how to configure
and deploy your website Written by
Microsoft technology experts Jesse Liberty,
Dan Hurwitz, and Dan Maharry,
Programming ASP.NET 3.5 is the best
book for learning how to build dynamic,
interactive web applications using
Microsoft's latest technologies.
Mastering Visual Studio .NET
Elsevier
Delve inside the Windows Runtime -
and learn best ways to design and
build Windows Store apps. Guided
by Jeffrey Richter, a recognized
expert in Windows and .NET
programming, along with principal
Windows consultant Maarten van de
Bospoort, you'll master essential
concepts. And you'll gain practical
insights and tips for how to
architect, design, optimize, and
debug your apps. With this book,
you will: Learn how to consume
Windows Runtime APIs from C#

Understand the principles of
architecting Windows Store apps
See how to build, deploy, and secure
app packages Understand how apps
are activated and the process model
controlling their execution Study the
rich features available when working
with files and folders Explore how
to transfer, compress, and encrypt
data via streams Design apps that
give the illusion of running using live
tiles, background transfers, and
background tasks Share data
between apps using the clipboard
and the Share charm Get advice for
monetizing your apps through the
Windows Store About This Book
Requires working knowledge of
Microsoft .NET Framework, C#, and
the Visual Studio IDE Targeted to
programmers building Windows
Store apps Some chapters also
useful to those building desktop
apps Technologies Covered
Windows 8.1 Microsoft Visual
Studio 2013.
Programming Windows Security
Pearson Education
When you have questions about
C# 9.0 or .NET 5, this best-
selling guide has the answers
you need. C# is a language of
unusual flexibility and
breadth, but with its continual
growth there's so much more to
learn. In the tradition of
O'Reilly's Nutshell guides,
this thoroughly updated edition
is simply the best one-volume
reference to the C# language
available today. Organized
around concepts and use cases,
C# 9.0 in a Nutshell provides
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intermediate and advanced
programmers with a concise map
of C# and .NET that also plumbs
significant depths. Get up to
speed on C#, from syntax and
variables to advanced topics
such as pointers, records,
closures, and patterns Dig deep
into LINQ with three chapters
dedicated to the topic Explore
concurrency and asynchrony,
advanced threading, and parallel
programming Work with .NET
features, including regular
expressions, networking, spans,
reflection, and cryptography
Exploring the .NET Core 3.0 Runtime "O'Reilly
Media, Inc."
Describes the concepts, components, and
development techniques of Windows PowerShell to
enable users to build software packages and
applications.
Essential COM Pearson Education
Annotation If you want to build Windows 8
applications for desktops and the forthcoming
Microsoft Surface tablet PC, this book will show you
how to work with the Metro design language and the
Windows RT operating system. You'll learn this new
landscape step-by-step, including the minute system
details and design specifications necessary to innovate
and build a variety of Windows 8 apps. It's ideal for
.NET developers who use C�. Throughout the
book, you'll follow one app from idea to the
Windows Store to understand what's involved in
every step of the process. You'll learn how to create in-
app purchases, link with social networks, and
incorporate the charm bar, which opens the
Windows 8 start screen. Get a jump on developers
looking to cash in on the demand for Windows 8
apps. Order your copy of Programming Metro-Style
Applications with C� today.
Programming C# 8.0 Pearson Education
After a dozen years of incremental changes, C#
has become one of the most versatile
programming languages available. With this
comprehensive guide, you’ll learn just how
powerful the combination of C# 5.0 and .NET

4.5 can be. Author Ian Griffiths guides you
through C# 5.0 fundamentals and teaches you
techniques for building web and desktop
applications, including Windows 8-style apps.
Completely rewritten for experienced
programmers, this book provides many code
examples to help you work with the nuts and bolts
of C# code, such as generics, dynamic typing, and
the new asynchronous programming features.
You’ll also get up to speed on XAML,
ASP.NET, LINQ, and other .NET tools. Discover
how C# supports fundamental coding features
such as classes, other custom types, collections,
and error handling Understand the differences
between dynamic and static typing in C# Query
and process diverse data sources such as in-
memory object models, databases, and XML
documents with LINQ Use .NET’s
multithreading features to exploit your
computer’s parallel processing capabilities Learn
how the new asynchronous language features can
help improve application responsiveness and
scalability Use XAML to create Windows 8-style,
phone, and classic desktop applications
Professional C# 7 and .NET Core 2.0
"O'Reilly Media, Inc."
Optimize Windows system reliability and
performance with Sysinternals IT pros and
power users consider the free Windows
Sysinternals tools indispensable for
diagnosing, troubleshooting, and deeply
understanding the Windows platform. In this
extensively updated guide, Sysinternals
creator Mark Russinovich and Windows
expert Aaron Margosis help you use these
powerful tools to optimize any Windows
system’s reliability, efficiency, performance,
and security. The authors first explain
Sysinternals’ capabilities and help you get
started fast. Next, they offer in-depth
coverage of each major tool, from Process
Explorer and Process Monitor to
Sysinternals’ security and file utilities. Then,
building on this knowledge, they show the
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tools being used to solve real-world cases
involving error messages, hangs, sluggishness,
malware infections, and much more.
Windows Sysinternals creator Mark
Russinovich and Aaron Margosis show you
how to: Use Process Explorer to display
detailed process and system information Use
Process Monitor to capture low-level system
events, and quickly filter the output to narrow
down root causes List, categorize, and manage
software that starts when you start or sign in to
your computer, or when you run Microsoft
Office or Internet Explorer Verify digital
signatures of files, of running programs, and of
the modules loaded in those programs Use
Autoruns, Process Explorer, Sigcheck, and
Process Monitor features that can identify and
clean malware infestations Inspect permissions
on files, keys, services, shares, and other
objects Use Sysmon to monitor security-
relevant events across your network Generate
memory dumps when a process meets
specified criteria Execute processes remotely,
and close files that were opened remotely
Manage Active Directory objects and trace
LDAP API calls Capture detailed data about
processors, memory, and clocks Troubleshoot
unbootable devices, file-in-use errors,
unexplained communication, and many other
problems Understand Windows core
concepts that aren’t well-documented
elsewhere
Troubleshooting with the Windows Sysinternals
Tools John Wiley & Sons
Introduces the features of the C programming
language, discusses data types, variables, operators,
control flow, functions, pointers, arrays, and
structures, and looks at the UNIX system interface
Concurrent Programming on Windows "O'Reilly
Media, Inc."
Reimagined for full-screen and touch-optimized
apps, Windows 8 provides a platform for reaching
new users in new ways. In response, programming
legend Charles Petzold is rewriting his classic

Programming Windows—one of the most popular
programming books of all time—to show developers
how to use existing skills and tools to build Windows
8 apps. Programming Windows, Sixth Edition focuses
on creating Windows 8 apps accessing the Windows
Runtime with XAML and C#. The book also provides
C++ code samples. The Sixth Edition is organized in
two parts: Part I, “Elementals,” begins with the
interrelationship between code and XAML, basic
event handling, dynamic layout, controls, templates,
asynchronous processing, the application bar, control
customization, and collections. You should emerge
from Part I ready to create sophisticated page-oriented
collection-based user interfaces using the powerful
ListView and GridView controls. Part II,
“Specialties,” explores topics you might not need
for every program but are essential to a well-rounded
education in Windows 8. These include multitouch,
bitmap graphics, interfacing with share and search
facilities, printing, working with the sensors (GPS and
orientation), text, obtaining input from the stylus
(including handwriting recognition), accessing web
services, calling Win32 and DirectX functions, and
bringing your application to the Windows 8 app store.
Getting Started with Windows 8 Apps Microsoft
Press
Master Windows 8.1/Windows Runtime
Programming Through 80 Expert Projects This is the
most complete, hands-on, solutions-focused guide to
programming modern Windows applications with
the Windows Runtime. Leading Windows
development consultants Jeremy Likness and John
Garland present easy-to-adapt C# and XAML
example code for more than 80 projects. Their real-
world application examples help you apply Windows
8.1's best improvements, including large tiles, the new
search control, flyouts, command bars, native WinRT
networking, and new deployment and sideloading
options. Drawing on their pioneering experience,
they illuminate key areas of the Windows Runtime
API, offering uniquely detailed coverage of
encryption, cloud connectivity, devices, printers, and
media integration. You'll find cutting-edge tips and
tricks available in no other book. This is an
indispensable resource for all intermediate-to-
advanced Windows developers, and for any architect
building desktop, tablet, or mobile solutions with
Microsoft technologies. Its focus on both C# and
XAML will make it valuable to millions of Windows
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developers already familiar with Silverlight, WPF,
and/or .NET. Coverage includes � Creating robust
app interfaces with the newest XAML controls,
including flyouts and command bars � Saving data in
a persistent “roaming zone” for syncing across
Windows 8.1 devices � Using Visual State Manager
(VSM) to build apps that adapt to various device
resolutions and orientations � Integrating virtually
any form of data into your apps � Connecting with
web services, RSS, Atom feeds, and social networks �
Securing apps via authentication, encrypting, signing,
and single sign-on with Microsoft Account,
Facebook, Google, and more � Leveraging Windows
8.1 media enhancements that improve battery life and
app performance � Networking more effectively with
Windows 8.1's revamped HTTP implementation and
new location APIs � Using Tiles and Toasts to keep
apps alive and connected, even when they aren't
running � Enabling users to send content between
devices via NFC tap and send � Ensuring
accessibility and globalizing your apps � Efficiently
debugging, optimizing, packaging, and deploying
your apps � Building sideloadable apps that don't
have to be published in Windows Store “This book
doesn't just focus on singular concepts, it also
provides end-to-end perspective on building an app
in WinRT. It is one of those essential tools for
Windows developers that will help you complete your
software goals sooner than without it!” —Tim
Heuer, Principal Program Manager Lead, XAML
Platform, Microsoft Corporation
Build Windows 8 Apps with Microsoft Visual
C++ Step by Step Programming the Windows
Runtime by Example
This second Preview Edition ebook, now with 16
chapters, is about writing applications for
Xamarin.Forms, the new mobile development
platform for iOS, Android, and Windows phones
unveiled by Xamarin in May 2014.
Xamarin.Forms lets you write shared user-
interface code in C# and XAML that maps to
native controls on these three platforms.
Programming Windows Store Apps with C#
John Wiley & Sons
Dig deep and master the intricacies of the
common language runtime, C#, and .NET
development. Led by programming expert

Jeffrey Richter, a longtime consultant to the
Microsoft .NET team - you’ll gain pragmatic
insights for building robust, reliable, and
responsive apps and components. Fully
updated for .NET Framework 4.5 and Visual
Studio 2012 Delivers a thorough grounding in
the .NET Framework architecture, runtime
environment, and other key topics, including
asynchronous programming and the new
Windows Runtime Provides extensive code
samples in Visual C# 2012 Features
authoritative, pragmatic guidance on difficult
development concepts such as generics and
threading
Programming Windows, Six Edition Addison-
Wesley Professional
In 2005, Microsoft quietly announced an
initiative to bring dynamic languages to the
.NET platform. The starting point for this
project was a .NET implementation of
Python, dubbed IronPython. After a couple
years of incubation, IronPython is ready for
real-world use. It blends the simplicity,
elegance, and dynamism of Python with the
power of the .NET framework. IronPython in
Action offers a comprehensive, hands-on
introduction to Microsoft's exciting new
approach for programming the .NET
framework. It approaches IronPython as a
first class .NET language, fully integrated with
the .NET environment, Visual Studio, and
even the open-source Mono implementation.
You'll learn how IronPython can be
embedded as a ready-made scripting language
into C# and VB.NET programs, used for
writing full applications or for web
development with ASP. Even better, you'll see
how IronPython works in Silverlight for client-
side web programming. IronPython opens up
exciting new possibilities. Because it's a
dynamic language, it permits programming
paradigms not easily available in VB and C#.
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In this book, authors Michael Foord and
Christian Muirhead explore the world of
functional programming, live introspection,
dynamic typing and duck typing ,
metaprogramming, and more. IronPython in
Action explores these topics with examples,
making use of the Python interactive console
to explore the .NET framework with live
objects. The expert authors provide a
complete introduction for programmers to
both the Python language and the power of
the .NET framework. The book also shows
how to extend IronPython with C#, extending
C# and VB.NET applications with Python,
using IronPython with .NET 3.0 and
Powershell, IronPython as a Windows
scripting tool, and much more. Purchase of
the print book comes with an offer of a free
PDF, ePub, and Kindle eBook from Manning.
Also available is all code from the book.
Fundamentals of Computer Programming
with C# Pearson Education
Master the intricacies of application
development with unmanaged C++
code—straight from the experts. Jeffrey
Richter’s classic book is now fully revised
for Windows XP, Windows Vista, and
Windows Server 2008. You get in-depth,
comprehensive guidance, advanced
techniques, and extensive code samples to
help you program Windows–based
applications. Discover how to: Architect and
implement your applications for both 32-bit
and 64-bit Windows Create and manipulate
processes and jobs Schedule, manage,
synchronize and destroy threads Perform
asynchronous and synchronous device I/O
operations with the I/O completion port
Allocate memory using various techniques
including virtual memory, memory-mapped
files, and heaps Manipulate the default
committed physical storage of thread stacks

Build DLLs for delay-loading, API hooking,
and process injection Using structured
exception handling, Windows Error
Recovery, and Application Restart services
Professional's Guide to POS for Windows Runtime
Pearson Education
You don’t need coddling; you don’t need to be
told what you already know. What you need is a
book that uses your experience as a Java or C++
programmer to give you a leg up into the challenges
and rewards of C#. And this Practical Guide is
precisely what you’re after. Written by a team that
boasts extensive experience teaching C# to
professionals, this book provides a practical, efficient
explanation of the language itself, covering basic to
advanced features and calling out all that’s new in
2.0. Its instruction is always firmly situated within the
context of the .NET framework and bolstered by
code examples, key lessons in object-oriented
programming, and installments of a realistic
application programming tutorial. Concise and
incisive, this is the best way to master the world’s
fastest-growing and most marketable programming
language. Features: Provides a carefully focused
explanation of every aspect of the C# language,
including entire chapters on the unified type system,
advanced types, collections, generics, reflection and
attributes. Highlights all features new to the latest
version of C# and organizes its presentation of C#
according to the key principles of object-oriented
programming and the .NET framework. Using end-
of-chapter exercises, incrementally develops a
cohesive application programming tutorial. Provides
a carefully focused explanation of every aspect of the
C# language, including entire chapters on the unified
type system, advanced types, collections, generics,
reflection and attributes. Highlights all features new to
the latest version of C# and organizes its presentation
of C# according to the key principles of object-
oriented programming and the .NET framework.
Using end-of-chapter exercises, incrementally
develops a cohesive application programming
tutorial.
Programming the Windows Runtime by
Example Addison-Wesley Professional
Learn the nuts and bolts of cloud computing
with Windows Azure, Microsoft's new
Internet services platform. Written by a key
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member of the product development team,
this book shows you how to build, deploy,
host, and manage applications using Windows
Azure's programming model and essential
storage services. Chapters in Programming
Windows Azure are organized to reflect the
platform's buffet of services. The book's first
half focuses on how to write and host
application code on Windows Azure, while
the second half explains all of the options you
have for storing and accessing data on the
platform with high scalability and reliability.
Lots of code samples and screenshots are
available to help you along the way. Learn how
to build applications using the Windows
Azure toolset Discover how Windows Azure
works under the hood, and learn the how and
the why behind several features Choose to
write application code in .NET or other
languages such as C/C++, PHP, or Ruby
Understand the various options for managing
your service Get up to speed on Azure's
storage services, including blobs, queues, and
tables Build a secure backup system, and learn
about cloud application security,
cryptography, and performance
Patterns for Parallel Programming Microsoft
Press
A guide to computer security for software
developers demonstrates techniques for writing
secure applications, covering cryptography,
authentication, access control, and credentials.
C# 2.0 Pearson Education
Programming the Windows Runtime by
ExamplePearson Education
.NET Framework Essentials Pearson Education
Delve inside the Windows Runtime - and learn best
ways to design and build Windows Store apps.
Guided by Jeffrey Richter, a recognized expert in
Windows and .NET programming, along with
principal Windows consultant Maarten van de
Bospoort, you'll master essential concepts. And you'll
gain practical insights and tips for how to architect,
design, optimize, and debug your apps. With this

book, you will: Learn how to consume Windows
Runtime APIs from C# Understand the principles of
architecting Windows Store apps See how to build,
deploy, and secure app packages Understand how
apps are activated and the process model controlling
their execution Study the rich features available when
working with files and folders Explore how to transfer,
compress, and encrypt data via streams Design apps
that give the illusion of running using live tiles,
background transfers, and background tasks Share
data between apps using the clipboard and the Share
charm Get advice for monetizing your apps through
the Windows Store About This Book Requires
working knowledge of Microsoft .NET Framework,
C#, and the Visual Studio IDE Targeted to
programmers building Windows Store apps Some
chapters also useful to those building desktop apps
Technologies Covered Windows 8.1 Microsoft Visual
Studio 2013
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